We provide necessary and su cient conditions for a minimal upper semicontinuous multifunction de ned on a separable Banach space to be the subdi erential mapping of a Lipschitz function.
Introduction and Preliminaries
Associated with the Clarke generalized directional derivative is the Clarke subdifferential mapping, which is de ned by @f(x) fx 2 X : hx ; yi f 0 (x; y) for each y 2 Xg: The Clarke subdi erential mapping, x ! @f(x), has played a crucial role in nonsmooth analysis. It is well-known that the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a real-valued locally Lipschitz function de ned on a non-empty open subset of X is a weak cusco, with images in X . While not every subgradient gives rise to a minimal cusco, a very large proportion of non-pathological functions do. A notable example is the class of essentially smooth functions (those whose subgradients are singleton a.e.; see 3, 4] ) which form a lattice algebra including the convex and C 1 functions. In this paper we concern ourselves with the converse problem: when can a given (minimal) weak cusco be represented as the the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a real-valued locally Lipschitz function?
There has been some considerable work on the subgradient representation of multifunctions. An early result is due to Rockafellar, who proved that a multifunction is the subdi erential of a lower semicontinuous function proper convex function if and only if the multifunction is maximal cyclically monotone; see 11]. Janin further showed in 9] that a multifunction is cyclically submonotone if and only if this multifunction is the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a lower-C 1 (locally Lipschitz) function in the sense of Rockafellar 13] . Recently Poliquin 12] proved that a multifunction is the proximal subdi erential mapping of a lower semicontinuous function bounded below by a quadratic if and only if it satis es a monotone selection property.
In this paper we develop, in terms of line integrals (as in the classical case), necessary (and su cient) conditions for a given minimal weak cusco to be the the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a locally Lipschitz function. However, it is not our intention to provide a deep or thorough investigation of this problem, but rather, to present some ideas and results that will facilitate further research in this area. Indeed, our main goal has been to present results which we feel may have wide-spread utility. We rst provide in Section 2 a su cient condition ensuring that a minimal weak cusco is the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a Lipschitz function. This condition is subsequently applied to recapture the Hilbert space case of Rockafellar's cyclic monotonicity theorem. Moreover, we also derive from this condition a necessary and su cient condition for a Lipschitz vector-eld to be the gradient mapping of a real-valued Lipschitz function. Ultimately, in Section 3 we provide a characterization for a minimal weak cusco to be the the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a Lipschitz function.
Let us now make precise some basic tools for use in the sequel. A polygonal path C in X is an ordered collection of line segments f a i ; a i+1 ] j 1 i n?1g for some integer n. Such a path is said to be closed when a 1 = a n . We write ?C to denote the ordered collection of line segments f a n?i+1 ; a n?i ] j 1 i n?1g. (z) dz: (1) We say that a multifunction : X ! 2 X is locally bounded, provided that for each x 0 2 X there exists a positive number L and a neighborhood U of x 0 such that ky k L (2) for all y 2 (u) with u 2 U. Moreover, is said to be bounded by L if inequality (2) is satis ed by all y in the image of . Our other notation is standard. For example, B(X) (B(X )) denotes the unit ball of X (resp. X ), while S(X) denotes the unit sphere of X.
A Su cient Condition and its Applications
In this section we rst provide in an arbitrary Banach space a su cient condition for a minimal weak cusco to be the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a Lipschitz function. We illustrate the use of this result by recapturing, in Hilbert space, Rockafellar's cyclic monotonicity theorem. Additionally, we obtain a necessary and su cient condition for a Lipschitz vector-eld to be the gradient mapping of a Lipschitz function in R 2 . Finally, we show that @f(z) (z) for any z 2 X. We assume, to obtain a contradiction, that for some z, @f(z) 6 (z). Then we may nd an x 2 @f(z) and an x 2 S(X) such that hx ; xi > > maxh (z); xi. This implies f 0 (z; x) > > maxh (t); xi. By the upper semicontinuity of , we can select a convex neighbourhood V of z such that maxh (V ); xi < . On the other hand, we may select v 2 V such that f 0 (v; x) > . Hence there exists a positive number such
The de nition of f allows us to conclude
Then, employing the mean value theorem and Lebesgue's di erentiation theorem, we obtain (w)( x) > for some w 2 v; v + x], which gives (w)(x) > . This is impossible since we have w 2 V and (w) 2 (w) (V ). In consequence we have @f(z) (z) for all z 2 A.
It is now immediate that @f = whenever is minimal, since @f is a weak cusco. The following \Fubini" result, regarding Haar{null sets, will also be utilized later. Proposition 3.4 ( 14] ) Let X be a separable Banach space and g be a locally
Lipschitz function on X. Suppose that M is the subset of X on which g is Gateaux di erentiable and such that X n M is Haar-null in X. Then x n = x; x n 2 Mg;
and \cl co" denotes the weak closure of the convex hull.
We now further discuss polygonal paths. Let X be a Banach space, and A be a nonempty open connected subset of X. Suppose also that B A is a Borel set. For a xed > 0 we will call an ordered collection of line segments P( ) f a i ; b i ] j 1 i n ? 1g an -path from a to b provided that ka ? a 1 
Such a path is said to be closed if a = b. Moreover, we write ?P( ) = f b i ; a i ] j 1 i n ? 1g. Furthermore, we say that P is a B-admissible -path from a to b if P is an -path from a to b and (ft 2 0; 1] j tb i + (1 ? t)a i 6 2 Bg) = 0 for each 1 i n ? 1. Line integrals on a -path are de ned similarly to (1).
We are now ready for our main result. Theorem 3.1 Let X be a separable Banach space, and let A be a non-empty open connected subset of X. Then for a minimal weak cusco : A ! 2 X to be the Clarke subdi erential mapping of a locally Lipschitz function (with uniform local rank L) it is necessary and su cient that (i) be bounded by L and (ii) that there exist a Borel set B A with AnB Haar-null and a measurable selection : B ! X such that for each > 0 and each closed B-admissible -path P( ) in A, one has I P ( ) (x) dx < L : (6) Proof. (a) \only if". Let us assume that = @f for some Lipschitz function f with rank L. Then it is evident that is bounded by L. Now we verify (6) for every > 0 and each closed B-admissible -path P( ) in A. Letting B fx 2 A j f is Gateaux di erentiable at xg; we know from Proposition 3.3 that the set N A n B is Haar{null. We de ne : B ! X by (x) = rf(x). It follows that the mapping is Borel measurable. We may now derive (6) from the following chain of the inequalities: (7) where P( ) is a B-admissible -path in A from some xed a 2 A to x. Then f is well de ned. Indeed, for any 1 , 2 > 0, let P i ( i ) be a B-admissible i -paths from a to x, i = 1; 2. Then P 1 ( 1 ) + (?P 2 ( 2 )) is a closed B-admissible ( 1 + 2 )-path.
By assumption we then deduce Z P 1 ( 1 ) (z) dz ?
Therefore we see that the limit on the right of (7) does exist, and then f is well de ned, as claimed. Finally, let us show that @f(x) (x) for all x 2 A. De ne D fx 2 X j f is Gateaux di erentiable at xg: We know from Proposition 3.3 that X n D is Haar{null. So in view of Proposition 3.4 it is su cient to show that rf(x) 2 (x) for all x 2 D. Assume, for the purpose of obtaining contradiction, that rf(x) 6 2 (x) for some x 2 D. Thus, by the Mazur separation theorem, we can choose an 2 R and a y 2 S(X) such that hrf(x); yi > > maxh (x); yi: Using the upper semicontinuity of , we can nd a convex neighbourhood U of x such that suph (U); yi < . Moreover, since f is Gateaux di erentiable at x, we may select an > 0 such that f(x + y) ? f(x) > :
Let G D\B. Then One of the disadvantages of Theorem 3.1 is that a priori it is not clear how to test whether a given set-valued mapping has a well behaved selection. There is one situation however where this problem is resolved, namely, the situation in which the set-valued mapping is single-valued almost everywhere. In this case the selection is essentially uniquely de ned. Moreover, we have the following. 
